News Release

New nVent HOFFMAN Extreme Environments Solutions Debut at Rockwell
Automation Fair
Additional new innovations include expanded solar and non-metallic solutions, global IEC portfolio and
new panel shop automation features
LONDON – Nov. 1, 2021 – nVent Electric plc (NYSE: NVT) (“nVent”), a global leader in electrical
connection and protection solutions, will showcase its new nVent HOFFMAN Extreme Environment
enclosure and climate control solutions, which preserve uptime, simplify maintenance and enable
confidence in system reliability, at the Rockwell Automation Fair event. An industry first, nVent
HOFFMAN Extreme Environment solutions are designed and built to survive the most punishing
environments. The Automation Fair will take place Nov. 10-11 in Houston. Attendees can see nVent
HOFFMAN Extreme Environment solutions and additional new products in booth #231.
“We engineered these extreme environment solutions to give customers protection against the
harshest conditions where concerns go well beyond corrosives, and uptime and fast delivery remain
critical,” said Dana Myers, nVent global product manager. “We are thrilled to debut these gamechanging solutions at the premier U.S. industrial automation event of the year.”
nVent will lead technical sessions to help customers decode the right equipment protection solutions
for harsh applications. nVent engineers who specialize in developing and maintaining industrial onsite
function and process chemical systems will share insights on unique solutions for indoor to offshore
applications, including oil and gas and water/wastewater, for controls equipment to perform reliably.
Sessions will be held at 11 a.m. CST in room 310C, Nov.10-11.
Other new innovations
nVent will showcase a wide variety of new solutions, built through innovation and acquisition, to help
global customers protect critical equipment in virtually any application and to make it easier and faster
to do business. New solutions include:
New, expanded solar and non-metallic solutions
nVent recently expanded the nVent HOFFMAN portfolio with highly complementary nonmetallic enclosures and solar solutions. These new solutions are especially suited for verticals
and applications in solar, utilities and 5G where non-metallic enclosures are ideal because they
are lightweight, enable wireless signals and provide advanced protection for outdoor corrosive
environments.
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The nVent HOFFMAN product line now offers one of the most comprehensive portfolios of nonmetallic enclosures and customization services, paired with experienced technical sales
representatives and quick availability through local distributors.
Uniquely comprehensive global IEC portfolio
Committed to making it simpler to order, design, configure and assemble enclosures solutions,
nVent recently expanded its comprehensive global portfolio of IEC-rated enclosures and
accessories that provide optimum protection of equipment in electrical infrastructure and a
variety of industrial applications.
Specially designed and engineered for global use, the portfolio accelerates the design and
installation process through interchangeable accessories and patented tool-free, click-in
technology for assembly, while streamlining ordering with global part numbers. Today, the
nVent HOFFMAN portfolio offers a uniquely complete range of IEC and NEMA electrical
enclosures and accessories.
New wiring process center for panel shop automation
The nVent HOFFMAN ModCenter automates precision, while improving output to deliver a
competitive advantage. This year, the PWA 6000 will make its U.S. debut at Automation Fair.
The wire processing center optimizes wire production, reducing the processing time up to 75%
by fully automating the precise cutting to length, stripping, crimping, marking and bundling of
wires.
Advanced protection solutions for sanitary and hygienic applications
nVent became the industry’s first to offer state-of-the-art sanitary and corrosion protection with
the HyShed enclosure portfolio, specially engineered for harsh sanitary washdown and cleanin-place (CIP) procedures. The entire portfolio meets IP69K (DIN) and IP69 (IEC) ratings – the
highest ranks on the ingress protection rating scale – and will be featured at Automation Fair.
Protecting and powering tomorrow’s innovations
nVent also will feature innovative space-saving protection solutions for industrial networking,
5G and edge-computing applications.
Visit us in booth #231
Check out all of these innovative solutions, drive new interactive tools and meet with experts in booth
#231!
You also can visit hoffman.nvent.com for more information.
About nVent
nVent is a leading global provider of electrical connection and protection solutions. We believe our
inventive electrical solutions enable safer systems and ensure a more secure world. We design,
manufacture, market, install and service high performance products and solutions that connect and
protect some of the world's most sensitive equipment, buildings and critical processes. We offer a
comprehensive range of enclosures, electrical connections and fastening and thermal management
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solutions across industry-leading brands that are recognized globally for quality, reliability and
innovation. Our principal office is in London and our management office in the United States is in
Minneapolis. Our robust portfolio of leading electrical product brands dates back more than 100 years
and includes nVent CADDY, ERICO, HOFFMAN, RAYCHEM, SCHROFF and TRACER. Learn more
at www.nvent.com.
nVent, CADDY, ERICO, HOFFMAN, RAYCHEM, SCHROFF and TRACER are trademarks owned or
licensed by nVent Services GmbH or its affiliates.
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